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PerfCap continues Long Term Relationship with Microsoft 

Microsoft renews certification of PAWZ family of products  

Nashua, NH – Sept 22, 2011 – PerfCap Corporation, the leading provider of automated 

performance management and capacity planning software for the IT industry, today 

announced renewal of its Certified Partnership with Microsoft based upon certification of 

PAWZ family of products. This relationship enhances PerfCap’s ability to provide the most 

comprehensive solutions for performance and capacity planning management of Microsoft 

platforms using the latest technology. Customers will continue to be able to reap the 

benefits of this relationship with tighter integration of the PerfCap PAWZ and FindIT 

solutions with Microsoft products. 

PAWZ is PerfCap’s premier performance and capacity management software solution. 

PAWZ simplifies the often challenging task of managing the performance of computer 

systems and applications in today’s distributed, heterogeneous environment. It meets the 

challenges that IS managers face by allowing them to visualize the performance, capacity 

and risk status of all of their servers and applications in a single view. PAWZ provides 

realistic capacity planning even with limited historical business forecasts by going beyond 

the simple trending projections to forecasting actual systems responsiveness based upon 

sophisticated algorithms that reflect end-user satisfaction all while easily scaling to manage 

10s to 10,000s of servers. 

FindIT is a web-based, enterprise level Asset Management and Configuration Change 

Tracking Software product. It provides centralized and automatic inventory control of 

system hardware, software and licenses. FindIT’s flexible design allows users to track and 

report non-discoverable fixed assets such as hand held devices, mobile phones, printers, fax 

machines etc. Assets can be grouped by their location, department, project and/or owner.  

Additionally, they may be assigned predefined or custom properties. 

“The extension of this long term relationship gives our customers the confidence that our 

products meet the high standards of performance necessary to provide the most 

comprehensive and accurate performance and capacity management solution in the market 

today” said Prem Sinha, CEO of PerfCap.  

About PerfCap Corporation 

PerfCap Corporation, formed in July 2001 by industry leading experts in performance 

management and capacity planning, is headquartered in Nashua, New Hampshire, USA. It is 

privately held, and continues its’ focus on the development, deployment, and support of 
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world-class performance management, capacity planning, asset management and software 

solutions for open system environments. 

PerfCap Corporation provides the banking, stock exchange, technology, pharmaceutical, 

semiconductor, medical insurance, education, and defense industries with next-generation 

performance management and capacity planning solutions. 

 


